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The Little Black Book of Project ManagementAMACOM, 2009
For nearly twenty years, "The Little Black Book of Project Management" has provided businesspeople everywhere with a quick and effective introduction to project management tools and methodology. The revised and updated third edition reflects the newest techniques, the latest project management software, as well as the most recent changes...
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Dictionaries in Early Modern Europe: Lexicography and the Making of HeritageCambridge University Press, 2008

	Dictionaries tell stories of many kinds. The history of dictionaries, of how they were produced, published and used, has much to tell us about the language and the culture of the past. This monumental work of scholarship draws on published and archival material to survey a wide range of dictionaries of western European languages (including...
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QuickBooks 2014 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Take control of the books and keep your finances in the black with QuickBooks and For Dummies


	With over four million of his books in print, CPA and perennial bestselling For Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson knows how to make QuickBooks and basic accounting easy for the rest of us. Small business owners,...
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The Darkroom Cookbook, Third EditionFocal Press, 2008
The art of darkroom developing and printing will never go out of style. Master darkroom specialist Steve Anchell is back to prove it in this long-awaited third edition of his enormously successful Darkroom Cookbook. Packed with over 200 "recipes," some common and others rare gems, you'll discover something new every time you open this...
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Beautiful Testing: Leading Professionals Reveal How They Improve Software (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2009
Successful software depends as much on scrupulous testing as it does on solid architecture or elegant code. But testing is not a routine process, it's a constant exploration of methods and an evolution of good ideas. 
  
  Beautiful Testing offers 23 essays from 27 leading testers and developers that illustrate the qualities and...
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Outsmarting Google: SEO Secrets to Winning New Business (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you own any other books on search engine optimization, throw them out. They
	belong to the mass of misinformation that has been swimming around for years,
	keeping people from making their websites truly appealing to search engines. And
	no surprise, Google loves it.


	What I am about to share with you are the real, gritty,...
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Hacking the HumanGower, 2008

	Information security is about people, yet in most organizations protection remains focused on technical countermeasures. The human element is crucial in the majority of successful attacks on systems and attackers are rarely required to find technical vulnerabilities, hacking the human is usually sufficient.Ian Mann turns the black art of...
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High-Speed Signal Propagation: Advanced Black MagicPrentice Hall, 2003
Raves for Dr. Johnson's previous classic, High-Speed Digital  Design!

"....one of the finest efforts to come along in the field of  applied high-speed digital design because of its focus on providing tools for  the whole design team bringing a high-speed product to life. For all the PCB  designers and...
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Startup: An Insider's Guide to Launching and Running a BusinessApress, 2011

	“If I was going to start a new business today I would be sure to study and pay close attention to Kevin Ready’s new book, Startup. His wisdom, experience, and his self-effacing and honest writing make this a real gem for aspiring entrepreneurs and business people of all kinds.”

	—Bob Beaudine,...
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JavaScript & DHTML CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
On numerous online forums for JavaScript and DHTML, the majority of questions begin with "How do I...?"  This new Cookbook provides the answers with a comprehensive collection of problems, solutions, and practical examples.  The book's recipes range from simple tasks, such as manipulating strings and validating dates in JavaScript, to...
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Ten Questions Science Can't Answer (Yet!): A Guide to Science's Greatest MysteriesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007

	
		
			From the author of the bestselling The Science of the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy comes another incredible trip to an even more mysterious terrain. Michael Hanlon identifies ten scientific questions that we simply can't seem to answer and explains why these compelling mysteries will remain unsolved for...
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Advanced Visual Basic 6: Power Techniques for Everyday ProgramsAddison Wesley, 2000
In Advanced Visual Basic 6, leading Visual Basic expert Matthew Curland demonstrates powerhouse techniques programmers can use to write high-performance, robust, and reusable VB code.  Readers learn how to leverage the close relationships between VB, COM, and OLE Automation, extending the envelope of VB's capabilities and...
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